Screen Capture

Adjust Color

Add Text

Redlining

Design Presentation

Stamp and Label
Setup for email
Send a captured or
imported image as an
email attachment. Saves
in many formats such as
jpeg, PDF, gif, Sun
raster, CGM......

Capture a window, a
region, or a full screen.

Did you Know........

Did you Know........

Did you Know........

Our Customers Know

Instead of making a screen
capture by copying, pasting and
requiring use of several applications
on multiple platforms, this can be
accomplished within EasyCopy with
one click.

Instead of taking the image into
Adobe Photoshop to add color, you
can add or change color simply and
quickly in EasyCopy. Instead of using
Microsoft Word, you can easily add
text and convert it within EasyCopy.

Instead of using Adobe Illustrator
to add vector images, you can add
arrows, lines, boxes, ellipses, grids
and more within EasyCopy.

Instead of spending extra time and
money with multiple applications
such as Microsoft PowerPoint, make it
easy by doing it all within Easycopy.
You can take your project from start
to finish, from preparation to the final
presentation, EasyCopy can do it all.

Montage

mon•tage\ man-’tazh\ n 1. composite
photograph made by combining
several separate pictures

The montage package extends EasyCopy
to a tool for markup, annotation and
slide preparation. You can add text
and graphics to your image files or
screen capture and place several
images on one page. Montage is the
page layout program for engineers
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as Adobe Pagemaker is to graphic
designers. By taking advantage of
Montage you can do so much more
inside EasyCopy instead of having to

for
Unix, Linux and Windows

A low-budget solution to display
design data, design intent
and design presentation.

use several other applications.
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